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Abstract
Imperfect information game is an important research topic
in artificial intelligence. Solving large imperfect information
game from sampling experiences is a challenging task. Monte
Carlo counterfactual regret minimization (MCCFR) and its
variants are the fundamental and effective techniques for
solving imperfect information games. However, such sampling methods typically need a large number of iterations
to approach an approximate Nash equilibrium. In this paper,
we introduced several efficient vector-form sampling policies
based on the public tree and proposed an efficient framework with novel exploration technique. The experiment results showed that the proposed methods empirically brought
about 100× ∼ 1000× speedup in many settings. Our methods potentially open up new avenues for research in these directions.

Introduction
Many remarkable advances have been made in artificial intelligence (AI) in recent years. AI researchers often use games as challenging problems and benchmarks
for progress. Poker has served for decades as challenging
benchmarks and milestones of solving imperfect information games. In such games, a player has only partial knowledge about her opponents before making a decision. The
typical target of solving imperfect information games is to
find a Nash equilibrium so that no player can unilaterally
improve the reward.
When solving extremely large imperfect information
games, it’s difficult to fit a linear programming model with
a manageable size. Many iterative techniques (Gilpin et al.,
2007; Gordon, 2007; Kroer et al., 2015; Heinrich, Lanctot,
and Silver, 2015) have been proposed as an alternative solution to these linear programming methods. Counterfactual
regret minimization (CFR) has been one of the most efficient
iterative algorithms in the progress of Poker AI, leading
to solving heads-up limit Texas hold’em (Tammelin, 2014;
Tammelin et al., 2015) and no-limit Texas hold’em (Moravcik et al., 2017; Brown and Sandholm, 2017, 2019b). Lanctot et al. (2009) propose a Monte Carlo CFR minimization (MCCFR) framework to solve imperfect information
games from sampling experiences. Different from CFR, in
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each iteration, MCCFR samples a subset of nodes from the
game tree according to some Monte Carlo methods. The superhuman AIs: Libratus (Brown and Sandholm, 2017) and
Pluribus (Brown and Sandholm, 2019b) used MCCFR variants and finally beat top professionals in two-player and sixplayer no-limit Texas hold’em respectively. These works are
considered as new milestones in artificial intelligence.
However, MCCFR variants typically have poor long-term
performance due to the sampling policy and high variance.
Some methods (Gibson et al., 2012; Johanson et al., 2012;
Jackson, 2017; Li et al., 2020; Brown and Sandholm, 2019b)
have been proposed to accelerate its convergence. Recently,
Schmid et al. (2019); Davis, Schmid, and Bowling (2019)
borrowed ideas of variance reduction from the community of reinforcement learning and estimated the baselinecorrect expected value for MCCFR. Their experiment results showed that combining techniques of reinforcement
learning and MCCFR is an important research direction of
solving imperfect information games (Kovařı́k et al., 2019).
Also, they show that performing MCCFR with vector-form
implementation based on the simple uniform random Monte
Carlo sampling can improve its convergence 1 .
Following this direction, we have two questions:
• Is there any other technique from reinforcement learning
community can be used to for the CFR community?
• Can one design novel Monte Carlo sampling policies to
make vector-form MCCFR more efficient?
In this paper, we try to answer these two questions. In
sum, we introduced a general framework of Monte Carlo
counterfactual regret minimization by borrowing the exploration techniques from reinforcement learning communities.
Based on this framework, we proposed several reasonable
vectorized Monte Carlo sampling policies to make MCCFR
more efficient. Empirically, our MCCFR variants perform
significantly better than the state-of-the-art method. Some
combinations of our ideas bring 2 ∼ 3 orders of magnitude
speedup.
1
Note that, vector-form MCCFR with uniform random sampling policy can leverage the advantages of matrix computing so
that it’s more efficient empirically, although it has the same theoretically floating-point operations with the value-form MCCFR.
We will introduce value-form MCCFR and vector-form MCCFR
in the next sections

Background and Notation
Notations for Imperfect Information Game
There are n players (except for chance) in extensive-form
imperfect information games. N = {1, ..., n} is a finite set
and each member refers to a player. In two-player game,
N = {1, 2}. These two players are denoted by p1 and p2.
The hidden information(variable) of player i is unobserved
by the opponents, which is denoted by hvi . Each member
h ∈ H refers to a possible history (or state). For player i,
hv−i refers to all the players’ hidden information except for
i. The empty sequence ∅ is a member of H. hj v h denotes
hj is a prefix of h. Z denotes the set of terminal histories and
any member z ∈ Z is not a prefix of any other sequences. A
player function P assigns a member of N ∪ {c} to each nonterminal history, where c refers to the chance player. P (h)
is the player who takes actions at h. A(h) = {a : ha ∈ H}
is the set of available actions after h ∈ H \ Z. Ii of a history {h ∈ H : P (h) = i} is an information partition of
player i. A set Ii ∈ Ii is an information set (infoset) of
player i and Ii (h) refers to infoset Ii at state h, i.e., each
history h corresponds to an infoset Ii (h). For Ii ∈ Ii , we
have A(Ii ) = A(h) and P (Ii ) = P (h). If all players in
one game can recall their previous actions and infosets, we
call it a perfect-recall game. The utility function ui (z) is the
payoff of player i at terminal state z.

Game Tree and Public Tree
Given all players’ histories, we can build a prefix tree (trie)
recursively. Such prefix tree is called game tree in game theory (Johanson et al., 2011). Each node in the game tree refers
to a history h. The infoset tree for each player is built on infosets rather than histories. Public tree is a prefix tree built
on public sequences as illustrated in Figure 1. Each node
I~i (public node) in public tree refers a vector of infosets
I~i = [Ii1 , Ii2 , Ii3 , ...]. For ∀Iij , Iik ∈ I~i , they can indicate
exactly the same public sequence. |I~i | refers to length of the
vector. Further details about game tree, infoset tree and public tree can be found in Johanson et al. (2011). Kovařı́k et
al. (2019) gives a comprehensive definition of game tree and
public tree. They call the public sequence in their paper as
the public state.

Notations for Strategy and Nash Equilibrium
For play i ∈ N , the strategy σi (Ii ) in an extensive-form
game assigns an action distribution over A(Ii ) to infoset Ii .
A strategy profile σ = {σi |σi ∈ Σi , i ∈ N }, where Σi
is the set of all possible strategy for player i. σ−i refers
to all strategies in σ except for σi . σi (Ii ) is the strategy
of infoset Ii . σi (a|h) refers to the probability of action a
taken by player i at state h. ∀h1 , h2 ∈ Ii , we have Ii =
Ii (h1 ) = Ii (h2 ), σi (Ii ) = σi (h1 ) = σi (h2 ), σi (a|Ii ) =
σi (a|h1 ) = σi (a|h2 ). For iterative learning method such as
CFR, σ t refers to the strategy profile at t-th iteration.
π σ (h) refers to the state reach probability (also called
state range),which is the product of all players’(include
chance) strategies along the history h. For an empty sequence, π σ (∅) = 1. The
can be decomQ reach probability
σ
σ
σ
posed into π σ (h) =
i∈N ∪{c} πi (h) = πi (h)π−i (h),
σ
0
where πi (h) is the product of player i s strategy σi and

σ
π−i
(h) is the product of all players’ strategy σ−i except i.
∀h ∈ Ii , πiσ (h) = πiσ (Ii ). For two histories h1 and h2 ,
h1 v h2, π σ (h1 , h2 ) refers to the product of all player’s
strategy from history h1 to h2. We define πiσ (h1 , h2 ) and
σ
(h1 , h2 ) in the similar way. The infoset reach
π−i
P probability
(infoset range) of Ii is defined by π σ (Ii ) = h∈Ii π σ (h).
P
σ
σ
Similarly, π−i
(Ii ) =
h∈Ii π−i (h). For
P player i, the expected game utility is defined by uσi = z∈Z π σ (z)ui (z).
Given a fixed strategy profile σ−i , br(σ−i ) =
(σ 0 ,σ )
argmaxσi0 ∈Σi ui i −i is a best response. An -Nash equilibrium is an approximated Nash equilibrium, whose strategy profile σ ∗ = (br(σ−i ), br(σi )) satisfies: ∀i ∈ N ,
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. If
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imperfect information game, the value of a pair of games is
∗
∗
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Counterfactual Regret Minimization
CFR is an iterative method for finding a Nash equilibrium on zero-sum perfect-recall imperfect information
games (Zinkevich et al., 2007) 2 . Given σ t , the counterfact
tual value viσ (Ii ) is defined by
t

viσ (Ii ) =

X
h∈Ii

t

σ
π−i
(h)

X

t

π σ (h, z)ui (z).

(1)

hvz,z∈Z

t

viσ (a|Ii ) refers to the counterfactual value of action a and
t
t
t
its regret is defined by riσ (a|Ii ) = viσ (a|Ii ) − viσ (Ii ).
The cumulative regret of action a after t iterations is
t
Rit (a|Ii ) = Rit−1 (a|Ii ) + riσ (a|Ii ), where Ri0 (a|Ii ) = 0.
Define Rit,+ (a|Ii ) = max(Rit (a|Ii ), 0), the current strategy at t + 1 iteration is updated by

Rt,+ (a|Ii )
Pi
Rit,+ (a|Ii )

(if

a∈A(Ii )

P
a∈A(Ii )

Rit,+ (a|Ii ) = 0, it is updated by

1
|A(Ii )| ).

The av-

erage strategy σ̄i T after T iterations is defined by
PT
σt
t
t=1 πi (Ii )σi (a|Ii )
σ̄i T (a|Ii ) = PT P
.
t
σ
t
t=1
a∈A(Ii ) πi (Ii )σi (a|Ii )

(2)

CFR+ (Tammelin, 2014) is very similar to CFR. It replaces regret matching by regret matching+ and uses a
weighted average strategy. CFR and CFR+ are proven to
approach Nash equilibria after enough iterations. The best
known theoretical bound for CFR and CFR+ to converge to
-equilibrium is O( 12 ) (Zinkevich et al., 2007; Burch, 2017;
Burch, Moravcik, and Schmid, 2018). This bound is slower
than first-order methods that converge at rate O( 1 ) (Hoda et
al., 2010; Kroer et al., 2015). However, CFR+ empirically
converges much faster than O( 1 ) in many games.
2

Empirically, CFR can also use to solve perfect information
game because it can be considered as a subset of imperfect information game.

How to sample an action according to a
vector of [𝜎1𝑠 (𝐼11 ), 𝜎1𝑠 (𝐼12 ), 𝜎1𝑠 (𝐼13 )]?
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Figure 1: Game tree, public tree and the motivation on Kuhn.

Monte Carlo CFR
Lanctot et al. (2009) proposed a Monte Carlo CFR (MCCFR) to compute the unbiased estimate of counterfactual
value by sampling subsets of infosets in each iteration. Define Q = {Q1 , Q2 , ..., Qm }, where Qj ∈ Z is a set (block)
of sampled terminal histories generated by MCCFR, such
that Qj spans the set Z. Define qQj as the probability of
Pm
considering block Qj , where j=1 qQj = 1. Define q(z) =
P
j:z∈Qj qQj as the probability of considering a particular
terminal history z. The estimate of sampled counterfactual
value of Ii is defined by
X
1 σ
π (z)πiσ (h, z)ui (z).
ṽiσ (Ii |Qj ) =
q(z) −i
h∈Ii ,z∈Qj ,hvz

(3)
s

σis

Define σ as sampled strategy profile, where
is the
s
sampled strategy of player i and σ−i
are those for other players except for i. The regret of the sampled action a ∈ A(Ii )
σ
σ
is defined by r̃iσ (Ii , a|QP
j ) = ṽi (Ii , a|Qj ) − ṽi (Ii |Qj ),
σ
σ
s
where ṽi (Ii , a|Qj ) =
z∈Qj ,havz,h∈Ii πi (ha, z)ui (z),
is the utility weighted by πσs1(z) . The
usi (z) = πuσis(z)
i (z)
i
estimate cumulative regret of action a after t iterations
t
is R̃it (Ii , a|Qj ) = R̃it−1 (Ii , a|Qj ) + r̃iσ (Ii , a|Qj ), where
R̃i0 (Ii , a|Qj ) = 0.
MCCFR provably maintains an unbiased estimate of
counterfactual value and converges to Nash equilibrium (Lanctot et al., 2009). Outcome sampling and external sampling are two popular sampling methods, which have
served as benchmarks in many articles. The original outcome sampling (Lanctot et al., 2009) chooses one history according to two players’ current strategy policy (or -greedy).
The external sampling is very similar to outcome sampling
except for one player taking all actions at her decision node.
In each iteration, the classical MCCFR designates one player
as the traverser, whose cumulative regret and strategy will be
updated on this iteration. After that, another player will be
designated as the traverser. Li et al. (2020) introduced robust
sampling, which is a general version of outcome sample and
external sampling. In robust sampling, the traverser samples
k actions and the opponent samples one action. Recently,
some related methods (Gibson et al., 2012; Johanson et al.,
2012; Jackson, 2017; Brown and Sandholm, 2017; Schmid

et al., 2019; Brown and Sandholm, 2019a; Davis, Schmid,
and Bowling, 2019; Brown and Sandholm, 2019b) have been
proposed to accelerate MCCFR’s convergence.

Vectorized MCCFR and Motivation
We classify the common MCCFR variants into three categories: value-form, semi-vector-form, and vector-form MCCFR. To make a clear explanation, we introduce different
MCCFR variants on Kuhn poker 3 . Assume there are two
suits: ♣ and ♠ and three cards: J, Q, K. To simplify the explanation, we use the general robust sampling as the default
sampling method and specify player p1 as the traverser. At
each decision node, p1 samples one action according to uniform random policy and p2 samples one action according to
her current strategy.
•Value-form MCCFR: At the start of each iteration, p1
and p2 are dealt with one private card respectively, such as
♣J for p1 and ♣Q for p2. Then they play against each other
until the end. In perfect-recall two-player imperfect information game, given public sequence and p2’s private card,
it’s easy to locate a particular infoset I2 ∈ I2 . p2 samples
one action according to σ2 (I2 ). In this scenario, the valueform MCCFR generates one history h on each iteration. The
value of the terminal node is the game payoff.
• Semi-vector-form MCCFR: Suppose p2 is dealt with
private card ♣Q and p1 is dealt with a vector of private
cards [♣J, ♣K]. Similar to value-form MCCFR, these two
players play against each other until the end. p1’s decision
node maintains a vector of infosets I~1 = [I11 , I12 ] and p2’s
node maintains one infoset I2 . Also, I~1 indicates a vector of
policies ~σ1 = [σ11 , σ12 ]. In this scenario, p2 samples her
action according to σ2 (I2 ). When using robust sampling,
p1 samples her actions according to uniform random policy
rather than the vector of policies ~σ1 , so that it’s unnecessary to specify a particular current strategy as the sampling
policy. Semi-vector-form MCCFR updates a vector of the
traverser’s regrets and strategies on her public state while
only updates a particular regret and strategy for her opponent’s infoset. It’s expected that semi-vector-form MCCFR
can benefit from efficient matrix manipulation and empirically converge faster than value-form MCCFR.
3
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• Vector-form MCCFR: For this method, we don’t need
to specify private cards for p1 and p2. Both two players traverse along the public tree according to the specified sampling policy. We explain this method as follows. As shown
in Figure 1, the decision node of player i ∈ [1, 2] should
maintain a vector of infosets I~i = [Ii1 , Ii2 , Ii3 ]. In each iteration, the vector-form MCCFR generates a vector of sequences along the public tree. Because each decision node
I~i indicates a vector of current strategies ~σi = [σi1 , σi2 , σi3 ],
it’s unclear how to design the sampling policy. Schmid et al.
(2019); Davis, Schmid, and Bowling (2019) use a uniform
sampling policy in their experiments so that each infoset in
I~i shares the same uniform policy. Intuitively, we should pay
more attention to the relatively important action. Therefore,
there remains an interesting question:
Can we design better sampling policies, which
not only pay more attention to the relatively important action but also achieve better long-term
performance?
Remark: Vector-form implementation is well-known for
a long time, it’s widely used in both CFR variants (without
Monte Carlo sampling) and vector-form MCCFR (with the
simple uniform random sampling policy). Obviously, there
is no aforementioned problem in the CFR variants because
the full-width methods don’t need to sample action. Also,
there is no such issue in the vector-form MCCFR with simply uniform random sampling policy because it doesn’t use
current strategy or average strategy as a part of its sampling
policy. In the next section, we will address this question and
provide several efficient sampling policies for vector-form
MCCFR.

Vectorized Monte Carlo Sampling
In this section, we define a novel vectorized Monte Carlo
CFR framework with an exploration technique and explain
why these techniques works well.

Sampling Policies for Vector-form MCCFR
Suppose player i is the traverser and the decision-making
node is I~i in the public tree. Recall I~i contains a vector of
infosets, i.e., I~i = [Ii1 , Ii2 , Ii3 ]. Also, each infoset Iij ∈ I~i
indicates a current strategy σit (·|Iij ) and an average strategy
σ̄it (·|Iij ). Now, we design several effective sampling policies
for vector-form MCCFR.
• Random Current Strategy (RCS): When using RCS,
player i randomly selects one infoset Ii from I~i and samples
one action according to σit (Ii ). This method is very simple
and naive.
• Mean Current Strategy (MCS): This sampling policy
is the mean of the current strategy over all the infosets in I~i ,
which is defined by
P
P
t
t
Ii ∈I~ σi (a|Ii )
Ii ∈I~ σi (a|Ii )
mcs
~
P
=
.
σi (a|Ii ) = P
t
|I~i |
a∈A(Ii ) σi (a|Ii )
Ii ∈I~i
(4)
The MCS gives different infoset Ii ∈ I~i the same weight.

• Range-Weighted Current Strategy (WCS): In the
field of game theory, a player typically has a very low probability of taking disadvantageous action. Typically, the player
makes different decisions in different situations. For example, the player may need to take a more aggressive strategy
after beneficial public cards are revealed in a poker game.
Following the idea of defining average strategy in Eq. (2),
we weight different infoset Ii ∈ I~i by player i’s range. The
WCS sampling policy is defined by
P
σt
t
I∈I~ πi (I)σi (a|Ii )
wcs
~
P
σi (a|Ii ) = P
. (5)
σt
t
a∈A(Ii ) πi (I)σi (a|I)
I∈I~i
In addition, one can also replace the player i’s own range
t
σt
πiσ (Ii ) in Eq. (5) by the opponent’s range π−i
(Ii ) and all
t
players’ range π σ (Ii ). In many settings, all of those three
methods approach Nash equilibrium efficiently.
• Mean Average Strategy (MAS): In CFR variants, the
average strategy after enough iterations approaches a Nash
equilibrium. Note that, the current strategy has not been
proven to approach Nash equilibrium although it empirically has a strong performance in CFR+ variants on many
settings (Burch, 2017). It’s natural to ask the question: can
we use the iterative average strategy to design our vectorized sampling policies and help the vector-form MCCFR
approach Nash equilibrium efficiently ? In practice, we can
use the average strategy within t iterations as a good approximation of Nash equilibrium. Specifically, we replace
the current strategy σ t in Eq. (4) by the average strategy σ̄ t ,
and the weighted average strategy is defined by
P
P
t
t
I∈I~ σ̄i (a|Ii )
I∈I~ σ̄i (a|Ii )
mas
~
P
.
=
σi (a|Ii ) = P
t
|I~i |
a∈A(Ii ) σ̄i (a|Ii )
I∈I~i
(6)
• Range-Weighted Average Strategy (WAS): Similarly,
we can use range to weight the average strategy at iteration t
like Eq. (5). The range-weighted average strategy is defined
by
P
t
σt
I∈I~ πi (I)σ̄i (a|Ii )
P
σiwas (a|I~i ) = P
. (7)
t
σ
t
a∈A(Ii ) πi (I)σ̄i (a|I)
I∈I~i
t

t−1

We prefer to using πiσ (I) rather than πiσ̄ (I) as the
weight of each infoset in Eq. (7), because Eq. (2) and Eq. (7)
share the same weight.
Remark: Gibson et al. (2012); Gibson (2014) used average strategy as the sampling policy, however, they didn’t
address the weighted strategy like Eq. (7). Also, they didn’t
discuss vectorized Monte Carlo sampling.

Monte Carlo Sampling with Exploration
Decision-making problems in the partially observable environment are typically modeled as partially observable
stochastic games within reinforcement learning community
or extensive-form imperfect information games within the
game theory community (Kovařı́k et al., 2019). Both these
two communities use Monte Carlo sampling to solve the
large-scale imperfect information games. However, these

two communities are mostly distinct with little sharing of
the advanced ideas.
Exploitation and exploration are the key trade-offs in reinforcement learning (Deisenroth and Rasmussen, 2011). Empirically, Monte Carlo sampling with suitable exploration
technique will help reinforcement learning method achieve
better performance with fewer samples (iterations) (Schulman et al., 2015). Recently, Jin et al. (2018) introduced that
Q-Learning with upper confidence bound (UCB) is provably
efficient. Although many advanced exploration techniques
on reinforcement learning have been proposed (Qian et al.,
2018; Taı̈ga et al., 2019), few of these techniques have been
used to solve imperfect information games in game theory
community (especially in counterfactual regret minimization community). A well-known application is the hybrid
method of -greedy and outcome sampling (Lanctot et al.,
2009). However, the effectiveness of hybrid methods with
advanced exploration techniques is unclear.
To fill that gap, in this paper, we introduce a novel Monte
Carlo sampling framework with an exploration technique for
counterfactual regret minimization. In general, the mixture
sampling policy in this framework is defined by
σise (a|I~i ) = (1 − α) ∗ σis (a|I~i ) + α ∗ σie (a|I~i ),

(8)

where σis (a|I~i ) refers to selected sampling policy, σie (a|I~i )
refers to the exploration policy. α ∈ [0, 1] is a decayed mixture factor, which is used to control the weight
of exploration and typically holds limt→∞ α = 0.
One can specify any vector-form sampling policy σis ,
e.g., σircs , σimcs , and σiwas . Both σis and σie holds
P
P
s
e
~
~
a∈A(I~i ) σi (a|Ii ) = 1,
a∈A(I~i ) σi (a|Ii ) = 1. Therefore,
P
se
~
σ se holds
~ σ (a|Ii ) = 1.
i

a∈A(Ii )

i

Remark: In this paper, we design vector-form Monte
Carlo sampling policy based on public tree. For the valueform case, Eq.8 can be defined by σise (a|Ii ) = (1 − α) ∗
σis (a|Ii ) + α ∗ σie (a|Ii ). Strictly speaking, the value-form
method is a special case of the vector-form method, whose
vector size is 1.

Vectorized Monte Carlo Sampling with
Count-Based Exploration
We borrow the idea from reinforcement learning and apply a
count-based exploration into vectorized Monte Carlo counterfactual regret minimization.
Define ct (a|I~i ) as the sampling times for action a at public node I~i in iteration t. If I~i or action a is not sampled
in this iteration, the ct (a|I~i ) is 0. The cumulative sampling
Pt
times are defined by C t (a|I~i ) = j=1 cj (a|I~i ). Note that,
when using mini-batch MCCFR (Li et al., 2020), ct (a|I~i )
could be larger than 1 because a mini-batch of public sequences are sampled in one iteration. The exploration policy
in our method is defined by
q

1
+
β/
C t (a|I~i )
e,t
q
σi (a|I~i ) = P
(9)
,
t (a|I
~i )
1
+
β/
C
~
a∈A(Ii )

where σie,t refers to the exploration policy in iteration t, β is
a nonnegative real number.
Intuitive explanation. If β = 0, then σie,t (·|Ii ) is a uniform random exploration. If β > 0 and action a at Ii is sampled over and over again, according to Eq. (9), σie,t (a|Ii )
tends to become small so that there is a potentially lower
probability to sample this action again than the one without exploration. We find exploration is empirically helpful
in MCCFR. Intuitively, we think the potential reason likes
that: If the cumulative regret of one action is negative, its
current strategy is zero. In this situation, this action will not
be sampled in the next few iterations. However, this action
could have a larger overall regret than other actions after
long-running iterations. Therefore, it will need to perform
a lot of iterations to make its value change from negative
cumulative regret to positive value. However, after using exploration, MCCFR has a certain probability to sample this
action even when its cumulative regret is negative (the corresponding sampling policy σise (a|I~i ) in Eq. (8) is zero at t
iteration).
Remark. In this section, we introduce a simple countbased exploration and try to fill the gap between reinforcement learning community and CFR community in the field
of applying exploration technique into vectorized MCCFR.
We believe that our work potentially opens up new avenues
for research in this direction. Some other latest exploration
techniques in reinforcement learning (Jin et al., 2018; Qian
et al., 2018; Taı̈ga et al., 2019) are waiting for us to explore
in the future.

Experiment
Poker has served for decades as a challenging benchmark and milestone of solving imperfect information
games (Zinkevich et al., 2007; Lanctot et al., 2009; Moravcik et al., 2017; Brown and Sandholm, 2019a,b). In this paper, we evaluated our methods on heads-up no-limit preflop hold’em poker (NLPH). We also report the convergence
of hybrid methods: combining the vectorized Monte Carlo
MCCFR with the advanced skipping mechanism and discounting technique, the experimental results show that our
method can benefit such advanced techniques and obtains
the state-of-the-art convergence. Because of the limitation of
space, we present detailed comparisons on vectorized Monte
Carlo sampling policies with exploration on NLPH. Empirically, our method achieves 2 or 3 orders of magnitude improvement and makes MCCFR much more efficient in solving large-scale imperfect information games.

Metric and Parameters
Different from the standard metric: average episode reward
in the reinforcement learning community, game theory community evaluates imperfect information solving algorithm
by the standard metric: exploitability (Zinkevich et al., 2007;
Michael Bowling, 2015). The unit of exploitability in our paper is chips per game. It denotes how many chips one player
losses on average per hand of poker when she plays against
a Nash equilibrium strategy. That is, exploitability refers to
the worst loss on average. For the abstracted large games,
the exploitability is computed on the abstracted game. The
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Figure 2: Log-log plots of the convergence for MCCFR variants with/without exploration on NLPH. We test exploration technique on three
different sampling methods: (a) average sampling, (b) robust sampling and (c) outcome sampling. MCCFR refers to the semi-vector-form
MCCFR. Lower exploitability indicates better results.

method with a lower exploitability is better. Nash equilibrium has zero exploitability.

Game Rules
HUNL is a primary benchmark for the imperfect information game solving methods. The HUNL we used in this paper is the standard version in the Annual Computer Poker
Competition4 . At the start of HUNL, the two players have
20000 chips. HUNL has at most four betting rounds if neither players fold in advance. The four betting rounds are
named by preflop, flop, turn, and river respectively. At the
start of each hand, both players are dealt with two private
cards from a 52-card deck. One player at the position of the
small blind should firstly put 50 chips into the pot and the
other player at the big blind should put 100 chips into the
pot. Their positions alternate after each hand. Each player
can choose fold, call, or raise. If one player chooses fold,
then she will lose the money in the pot and this hand is
over. If one player chooses call, she should place a number of chips into the pot so that her total chips are equal to
the opponent’s chips. If one player chooses raise, she should
add more chips into the pot than the opponent does. After
the preflop round, three public cards are revealed and then
the flop betting round occurs. After this round, another public card is dealt and the third betting round takes place. After
that, the last public card is revealed, then the river round begins.
Although HUNL contains about 10161 infosets (Johanson,
2013) and is too large to traverse all the nodes, state-of-theart agents such as Libratus (Brown and Sandholm, 2017) and
DeepStack (Moravcik et al., 2017) solve the subgame of the
full HUNL in real time based on action abstraction or card
abstraction techniques. To reduce the computation, we also
use similar abstraction technique and consider 1x the pot and
all in the each betting round without any card abstraction.
NLPH has only one betting round and the value for the
terminal node is represented by the expected game utility
under the uniform random community cards, which is precomputed and saved on the disk. NLPH contains 7.8 × 104
infosets and 1.0 × 109 states.

Settings
We conducted a set of comparison on four sampling methods: (1) average sampling: the traverser samples 1 action ac4

http://www.computerpokercompetition.org/

cording to uniform random policy while the opponent samples 1 action according to the designed vectorized MAS
Monte Carlo sampling policies. (2) outcome sampling: both
the traverse and the opponent sample 1 action according to
MCS policy. (3) external sampling: the traverser takes all
action in her decision-making node while the opponent samples 1 action according to the designed vectorized MCS policy. (4) robust sampling: the traverser samples k = 1 action
in her decision-making node according to uniform random
policy while the opponent samples 1 action according to the
designed vectorized MCS policy.
Note that, the concurrent work (Davis, Schmid, and Bowling, 2019) used both uniform sampling (both players used
uniform random sampling policy) and robust sampling in
their experiment. Their results showed robust sampling
achieved better performance than uniform sampling. Without loss of generality, in this paper, we compared different
MCCFR variants on NLPH poker based on the robust sampling. Typically, in MCCFR, the public tree or game tree is
traversed separately for each player (Brown and Sandholm,
2017, 2019b). We follow this criterion in our experiment.
1
We set default α = ln (t+10)
, β = ln (t + 10) and γ = 0.5.

Comparison
Improvement of exploration. Figure 2 demonstrates the
convergence of different MCCFR variants before/after using exploration technique on average sampling method, robust sampling and outcome sampling. All the curves are
log-log plots (log scale of both x-axis and y-axis). The label MCCFR in this figure refers to semi-vector Monte Carlo
CFR method. Because few articles have addressed the exploration in MCCFR, We compared our exploration technique against the MCCFR variants without exploration and
with -greedy (Lanctot et al., 2009). In Figure 2 (a) and
(b), the MCCFR-MAS with both epsilon-greedy exploration and the proposed counted-based exploration converge
slower than the one without exploration technique within
the first 5000 iterations, however they achieve much lower
exploitability (better performance) in long-term running. It
seems that the method via average sampling is better than
robust sampling and robust sampling is better than outcome
sampling. The reason is that the average strategy learned by
MCCFR approaches to Nash equilibrium while current strategy doesn’t hold this property. Using the iterative average
strategy is more stable than current strategy in vectorized
Monte Carlo sampling. We believe the advanced exploration
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Figure 3: Log-log plots of the convergence on NLPH. Comparison for vectorized Monte Carlo sampling polices.

Hybrid Methods with Acceleration Techniques
We use some acceleration techniques to improve the convergence of the vectorized MCCFR.
Hybrid Methods with Skipping Mechanism. In CFR,
the cumulative regret is initialized by zero and the current
strategy starts from a uniform random strategy. Only the average strategy profile within all iterations is proved to converge to Nash equilibrium. Recently, some works (Moravcik et al., 2017; Li et al., 2019) demonstrated that skipping previous iterations of CFR can obtain faster convergence empirically although this practical technique is lack
of theoretical convergence. We wonder whether this technique can also be used in vectorized Monte Carlo framework
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techniques in reinforcement learning may also work well but
they are out of the scope of this paper. Our work opens up
the avenues for research in this direction.
Improvement of sampling policies. Figure 3 presents the
convergence of the designed vectorized Monte Carlo sampling policies. Note that, in Figure 3, we used the mixture
of vectorized sampling policies and exploration as the default setting to demonstrate the incremental improvement
of the proposed vectorized Monte Carlo sampling methods.
As introduced in the aforementioned section, players’ range
can be used to weight the vectorized sampling policies.
We demonstrate four different settings: (1) uniform weight,
which refers to mean average strategy(MAS) in average
sampling or mean current strategy(MCS) in robust sampling and outcome sampling; (2) weighted by both players’
range (π(Ii ); (3) weighted by the traverser’s range πi (Ii );
(3) weighted by the opponent’s range π−i (Ii ). The experimental results show that the methods weighted by range are
better than uniform weight. That’s reasonable, because I~i
contains a vector of infosets, but these infosets have different probabilities to reach the sharing public node. In imperfect information games, range denotes the reach probability.
From figure 3, we can see that all the vectorized MCCFR
achieves much better performance than the semi-vector MCCFR (about 2 ∼ 3 orders of magnitude improvement). Note
that, typically semi-vector-form MCCFR converged faster
than its value-form version so that we didn’t present the convergence curve for the value-form MCCFR. In average sampling, the method weighted by both players’ range is slightly
better than the one weighted by traverser’s or opponent’s
range. In robust sampling and outcome sampling, these three
weighting methods have similar performance and all of them
are significant than uniform weighting method.
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Figure 4: Hybrid methods with two acceleration techniques
on NLPH.
and makes our method more efficient. In figure 4(a), we presented the performance of the hybrid MCCFR variants by
combining vectorized Monte Carlo sampling and skipping
mechanism. We report the convergences of three vectorized
MCCFR settings: skipping the first 100, 1k and 10k iterations. It’s clear that the skipping mechanism dramatically
improved the performance. The method by skipping previous 10k iterations approached 0.94-Nash equilibrium (the
method without skipping mechanism approached 1.42.).
Hybrid Methods with Discounting Updates. Recently,
Brown and Sandholm (2019a) proposed an efficient linear
CFR, which empirically converges faster than the previous
state-of-the-art CFR+. The linear CFR weights the regrets
and average strategies with the iteration t. In our experiment,
we combined this discounting mechanism with our vectorform MCCFR and specified the weight by tw (w = 1 and
w = 2). Figure 2(b) showed that the method weighted by
w = 1 is better than w = 2 and both of them converge more
efficient the one without this acceleration technique.
Remark: There are also some other acceleration tech-

niques, such as mini-batch updates (Li et al., 2020), variance
reduction method (Schmid et al., 2019; Davis, Schmid, and
Bowling, 2019), targeted CFR (Jackson, 2017). We believe
one can design more hybrid methods based on our vectorized Monte Carlo framework and the advanced acceleration
technique, which could lead to more efficient MCCFR variants. However, investigating all these hybrid methods is out
of the scope of this paper.

Conclusion and Future Work
We designed a novel vectorized Monte Carlo counterfactual regret minimization framework and applied the spirit
of exploration from reinforcement learning into MCCFR.
Based on this framework, we introduced several powerful
vectorized Monte Carlo sampling policies. Empirically, our
method obtained 2 ∼ 3 orders of magnitude improvement.
We believe our works potentially open up new avenues for
research in these directions.
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